
 

Fill in your shifts, shifts start and stop times, vacation and sick leave information, and call centers for the jobs you need. If you run a call center, with this
macro you can quickly and easily build all the scheduling you need to efficiently match all your calls to your agents. Enter all your shift details, from start
and stop times to shift preferences, employee names, and phone numbers. Set the start and stop times of each shift. You can specify individual shifts as
being single-shift, or shift as a week, or shift as the week, the day and the time, or shift as a week, the day and the time then repeat the shift as a week, the
day and the time until you have your required number of shifts. When you are ready to schedule the shifts, in the output box that displays the list of shifts
you can choose to assign, there is an option to either: assign shifts to call centers, or assign shifts to employees. To assign shifts to call centers, you can
choose to assign all call center shifts to a specific time, a specific day, or to assign shifts to random days. To assign shifts to employees, you can choose to
assign all shifts to employees with a specific name, or assign all shifts to employees with a specific surname. The macro will automatically calculate all
shift totals and set the shift preferences for each day. As a master schedule, you can assign shifts to a specific day (week or month) or to a specific day and
time. You can also choose to assign shifts to specific employees or employees with specific surnames. You can run the macro either weekly or daily. Daily
is the recommended way to assign shifts to your employees. Weekly is good if you need to quickly assign a number of shifts to your employees at the start
of a week or if you are changing your shifts to fit different time zones. You can assign shifts to a specific time or a specific date then repeat the shifts until
you have all your required shifts. If you want to combine 2 or more shifts into one, you can choose to assign all shifts to a specific time or to a specific
date. After you have entered your shifts and preferences, you can choose to print or export them. You can also choose to keep the schedule in Excel so that
you can use the macro in other programs, such as Outlook or Word. This is the scheduler that you need for scheduling your people to 5 shifts a week and 2
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KEYMACRO enables you to create macros to easily generate or modify macros. They can be as small as the main step of an existing macro, or as large as
an entire workflow. KEYMACRO is the software that enables you to design, create, store, and modify powerful, reusable workflows. Create new
workflows by typing keywords, assign actions to them, and add comments. Then combine workflows to create new workflows. Workflows can be in any
order and there are no restrictions on their size. All macros contain a title and description. Get started with your macros by creating new one, assigning
actions, and adding comments. KeyMacro Pro Description: Create a professional workflows that help you manage your data. With a simple drag-and-drop
interface, the program allows you to create a wide range of macros that perform workflows, such as: * Print Documents: Print any documents in the
database, or only a specified subset. * Email Files: Send any files from the database to an email address. * Fetch Data: Fetch data from the database, or
another database. * Convert Files: Convert to or from any of the following file formats: HTML, Word, Excel, or PDF. * Send Messages: Send a message
to a specified email address. * Archive Files: Archive all or specified files. * Sort Files: Sort any documents in the database by a specified field. * Report:
Generate report from the selected fields in the database. * Schedule: Automatically execute the workflow at a specified date/time. * Email: Send emails to
the specified email address. * Zip: Create zipped archives of files. * Filter: Filter a specified subset of data in the database. * Merge: Combine files from
two or more databases. * Power Query: Import or export data to or from another Microsoft Power Query database. KeyMacro Pro, or keymacro.com is a
desktop or web application for Windows. Features: * Powerful database for storing workflows * Generate new workflows using Drag and Drop *
Powerful Sort, Fetch and Reports * Powerful Archive and Zip * Powerful Email and Schedule * Powerful Macros * Create and modify all types of
macros, such as: Print Documents, Email Files, Convert Files, Send Messages, Archive Files, Sort Files, Report, etc. Keymacro Free Description:
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